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ThesisAbstract

Two aspects of the performance of deadlockavoidance schemesare studied. The
first is. the cost of deadlock avoidance algorithms. This represents the system
overhead. The second is the. resource utilization under different schemes. For the
first, the basic cost is the computationof the boolean function safe(i), where I is an
integer vector representing the system state, safe(I) is :true if the system is safe,
false otherwise. The resource allocator will makethe allocationonly when the resulting
system has safe(i)=true. Based on the concept of'computation'trees, several lower
bounds for the cost involved in computingsafe(I) are established under different
conditions. An upper bound is also developed.
If the special characteristics of the system enable one to have a relation
safe(I)=Cp(I)^C(I), such that Cp(I) is always true, the cost of computingsafe is reduced
to that of comput ng C. The control system may also impose certain condition Cio, to
have Cp_(safe-C!..Cp
is the admissioncondition.No initial allocation is made if CD is
violated. The effective cost of computing safe is again reduceable. Several schei-nes
using such reductions are discussed.A number of properties of the system are also
discussed.
When external priorities exist, the safety check takes a slightly different form. It
is shown that the existence of the external priorities, as far as the computation cost is
concerned, is equivalent to the existenceOf one moretype of resources.
The resource utilization, defined as the average number of busy resources, is
studied under different admissionconditionsCp. For smallsystems exact solutions are
obtained.. For large systems an approximate method is developed. The result is
compared with the result of simulations.The Study shows that i) the basic resource
requirement of each process must be recognized,ii) an over-populated system is much
worse than an under-populated system iii) the numberof suspendedprocesses should
be in the range 0~1. Also studied are the transient behaviors and the activation
disciplines. From these studies it can be deducedthat it is possible to increase the
resource utilization and decrease the system overhead at the same time by imposing
appropriate admissionconditions.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

i.1.

Non-_preemptible Resource Allocation Problem

This is a condensed version of .the thesis. The problem will be discussed and
:results ,will be given, but no proof is included. There is no survey of the literature,
either. (They may be included later) As a whole, this should be viewed as a summary
of the results obtained in the thesis.
The basic problem to be studied is the non-preemptible resource allocation
problem. There are two concernsfor suchproblem=The cost of the deadlockavoidance
schemes and the resource utilization. For the first, since there is a real danger of
getting into the deadlock,the control system must makesure that the system is always
in a safe state. (to be defined later) Before makingeach allocation,the control system
must check whether the system is still in a safe state after the allocation, and the
allocation will be made only when the resulting state remain safe. This is called the
safety check. As the System is progressing,a large number of safety checks have to
be carried out, and this represents a significantportion of the system overhead. We
are interested in the cost of doing it. For the second, a high resource utilization is a
goal every system designer likes to achieve. The deadlockproblem is a consequence
of our desire to increase the utilization by encouragingthe resource sharing among
processes. We want to know whether the goal of increasingthe resource utilization is
indeed achieved.
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The thesis is divided in two parts. The first part is a study of safety conditions
and the cost of doing the safety check. The cost is defined to be the number of
comparisons, and the concept of the computationtree is used. Several lower bounds
and an upper bound for the safety check are established under various conditions.
Some properties of the safety conditionare further explored, to enrich the possibility
of making use of known conditionsabout the system state.

Also studied is a scheme

to include the priority discipline. The second part is the study on the resource
utilization. Several smallerexamplesare first studied,to get someinitial understanding
about the system behavior. An approximate method is developed to solve larger
systems. Among the most important results are i) The request of a process must be
recognized, ii) The over-populated system is much worse than the under-populated
system, iii) The number of suspendedprocessesshould be in the range of 0,,,1 to get
good utilization.

1.2. More Formal Description

There are two basic entities, the processes and the resources. The control
system will allocate the resources to processes according to their demands. The
process will ret'urn the resources to the control system when it finishes, but the
control system may not take the resources back by force. In other words_ the
resources are non-preemptible.
There are tot resources of n types in the system, tot is a vector, of n
components. Each component is the total number of resources of a particular type. A
process is described by P=(c, _ ,d_).c is the claim,which is the maximumnumber of
resources it ever needs, a is the allocation,which is the number of resources allocated

to the process, d is the demand,which is the number of resources the process is
asking for, but has not been allocated yet. It will be shown that d is irrelevant as far
as the safety condition is concerned.For the first part of the thesis, we may use (G a_),
or other equivalent form, to represent a process. Two other quantitiesare defined for
a process. The rank, r_.=c_.-_
and the request, cl=a_.+d.
The competitor set is the set of processesPi with 2#0.

It is assumedthere are

m processes in the competitor set. Apparently the system safety depends only on the
competitor set. m, the number of processesin the competitor set, and n, the.number
of types, will appear as parameters in the later algorithmicstudy. The remainder, rein,
is defined to be
m

rern=to---_t'i_
1_i'
and is the number of availableresources.
The following notations are often used.
#: a sequence of distinct integers
#(i): the i'th integer of p
Jpl:length of P
iEp: the integer i is in p

1.3. Safety Condition

The system safety is based on the notion that, if in the worst condition, all
processes can run to completion one by one according to certain order, then the
system is safe. Otherwise the system is not safe. This is formally defined as follows.
A partial completionsequence,PCS,is a sequence# suchthat
i-1
r_l;_<rem+ _
for 1_;i<
-p,,,1 -j=l ap(j)
Ipl
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e

p Is just a sequence accordingto which several processes Can run t'o completion
m the worst case. A process, Pi, is safe if :in the wo.rst .condition it.can run to
completion, i.e., there exists a PCS,p, suchthat iEp.
A completion sequence,CS, is a.sequence# such'that#.is a PCS and Ipl=m.
A completion sequence is the order accordingto which all processes can run to
completion in the.worst case. A system is said to be safe if there exists a completion
sequence. Otherwise it is unsafe. The safety check is that, given a system description,
to determine whether the system is safe or not.
There are two existing algorithms for doing the safety check: Habermann's
algorithm takes nm(m+l)/2 comparisons'in the worst case. Holt and Russel's algorithm
takes 2nm+n log2 m! comparisons in the worst case. In chapter 2 the number of
comparisons will be defined to be the cost of the safety check algorithms, and these
numbers may be referenced. Through out this thesis, the logarithmswill be assumedto
have base 2.
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CHAPTER2
The Cost of Safety check

2.11 The ComputationTree

The basic operation involved in the safety check is the comparison.Hence the
number

of comparisons will be defined as the cost of computation. Thecosts

of two

•existing algorithms were. shown in Chapter 1. In this chapter we will establish several
lower bounds and an upper bound under different conditions.These in turn show that
the current algorithms are indeed very good.

_

Fo,r simplic;ity,we will ,usean integer vector x_to coliectively represent rein, a..i's

'

and Ei's as follows.
i

. ..

x=_rern,rl,r2....Em,al,..._/'
---,

. .

_ can be thought of as the input to the safety check algorithm. Note that the
system safety depends only on x...
The development

is based on the concept of .the computation tree, as studied by

Reingold. For the purpose here, a computationtree isdefined to be a binary tree such
•

that
i) Associated

with each node is a comparison, or condition, of the form x_.n__<d,

where x is the input and n_and d are constants.
ii) Associated

with each terminal leaf is an value, which is the result of the

computation. The value can be TRUE,FALSE,a number, a sequence, or anything with
agreed

upon interpretation.

A typical computation' tree is shown in fig. 2.1.1.

The

'

x.-.t

fig. 2.1.1
height of the tree is the longest distancebetween the root and the leaf. The width of
the tree is the number of leaves. The cost of the algorithmis defined to be the height
of the tree. This actually is the number of comparisonsin the worst case.
Each input can be thought as an token travelling down the tree from node to
node until reaching a leave, and the value associatedwith that leave is the value of the
computation with that input.

2.2. Results Basedon Linearly IndependentConditions

Two results are based on the theorem that, in order to verify

q linearly

independent conditions, at least q comparisonsare necessary'.From this theorem, we
have
i.) The verification of a CS takes at least nm comparisons.That is, suppose there

6

is a particular p. The algorithm which wiii accept an input and determine whether p is
a CS for that input, takes at least nm comparisons.
ii) The safety check takes at least nm comparisons.That is, to verify whether
there exists a CS or not, at least nm comparisonsare necessary.

2.3. Result From The Property of Convex Set

The above results are easy to prove, but are not sharp. The following is an
improved bound for _

_

resources,i.e. for n=l

i) To look for a C$, at least log mt comparisonsare necessary: A practical
approach of checking whether the system is safe or not is to explicitely look for a CS.
For such algorithms, at least log m! comparisonsare necessary. This proof is based on
the theorem that height>lOgwidth.
ii) For any safety check, at least log m! comparisonsare necessary. This says
that no matter what the approach is, at least log mZcomparisonsare necessary. The
proof is based on the property of the convexset.

2.4. Upper Bound

It is possible to build a computationtree for safety checkwith height equal m(n1)+re(m+1)/2. This is an improvement over both algorithms discussedin Chapter 1 for
large values of n. It essentially saysthat whenever the number of types is increased
by 1, the cost is increased only by m. The algorithm is a modification of Habermann's
algorithm. It keeps track of all compared ranks, so that a rank is seldomly compared
twice.

2.5. Lower Bound for Type-Restri(:ted AIl_orithms

An algorithm for the safety check is said to be type-restricted if it does not
compare quantities of different types. As a matter of fact, no known safety check
algorithms involve comparisonsamong different types, and it is difficult to conceive
any algorithm which can profit by doing so. For type restricted algorithms,it is shown
that at least (n_-l)m+ log m! comparisonsare necessary.
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CHAPTER3
EquivalentConditionsand Other Properties

3.1. The Prior Conditions

Sometimes we can have the condition
Cp(D^C(D = safe(].)
where ! is the system state and safe(D is a boolean function with parameter I_
safe([_) is true if ! is safe,, false otherwise. If for some reason Cp([.) is true, then we
can compute safe(I) by computingC(_ only. The effective cost of safety check can thus
be reduced. Cp(].) may come from our knowledge about the system state, or from the
partial result saved from the earlier computation. Sometime we can even impose
certain artificial condition on the system to have
Cp(D_(safe(]-)_C(D)

(1)

Here Cp(!) is the admissioncondition.By maintainingthe system so that Cp(!) is
always true, the cost of safety check againcan be reduced.
The success of splitting Safe(]_)into two components'depends on our knowledge
about the system. A number of properties are listed below. Many of them represent
useful knowledge about the system, and canbe usedto realize t'hedivision of Sa_fe(!).

3.2. Connected Processes

Two processes P1 and P2, are said to be connectedif there exists a k_.such that
rl<k_<c_
1^

r2_<k_.<c_
2. The phrase "connected" refers to the fact that the graph

representation of two processes shows overlapped rectangles.(see thesis) Several
processes are mutually connectedif we can "travel" from one process to another one.
We can recursively define that P1 and P2 are connectedif there exists a P3 such that
P1 and P3 are connected, and that P2 and P3 are connected.
Several properties are:
i) If Pi is safe, then all processesconnectedto Pi are safe.
ii) If all processes have the same claim,(so that they are connected), then the
safety of any process impliesthe system safety. This meansthat if all processes have
the same claim, then the safety check algorithmcan terminate as soon as a process is
found safe. Another way to say it is that if a processis safe, then all processes of the
same claim are safe. When there are only two or three different claims for all
processes, this is applicable.
iii) If there exists a processPj suchthat r_j<Eifor all i, then
Pj is safe-the system is safe
iv) For single type

resources, rj

in iii) always exists.

Hence, only one

comparison is necessary.

3.3. Parallel Conditions

Several equivalent conditionsfor the safety are shown below.
Th6: The safety conditionis equivalent to the following condition:There exists a
sequence of k_i's
, O<i<q,suchthat
k_O
=O_-<k_t
-<..-<
kq=to.._t.t
and
k_i+l<tot-Z

• --

a__j
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Let ui be the unit vector in j'th direction, i.e., u_j=(O,O,O,...1,OiO..).
The above
theorem can take another form.
Th7: The safety condition is equivalent to the following condition:There exists
k_i's,O<i<q,such that
k_o=_ k_i+l=k_i+u
j for certain j, _:l=tot, and
k_i+l-<tot-Z: a_I

This can be further modifiedas follows.
ThlO: The safety conditionis equivalentto the following condition:
For any k such that O._Sk<tot,
k_.,,_tot,
t°t-_k_ " a--I_-k
These are actually totl.tot2...tot n conditionswith no explicit relations among
each other. This conditioncan be more generalized as follows.
Th13: S is safeFor any k and r_i',l<i_;m,such that
o<k<tot and

(_i'>k-^_i_i'-<c-i)v(_i"c-i),
m
to.__.t
-i=_1(>ci-r.i')_ik_.
The equivalent condition in Thl3 can also be stated as: for any k_.such that
o<k<tot, and El', l_<i<m,
m

-_i)(_i-_i
tot-i=_1 (_i_k_)(r.i
'
,<
< ,)(_i-r-i
, )_1,,
For single type resources, this result specializes to the result of Habermann's.
We can dropthe vector notation,and replace _ by >. The safety conditionis then
m

tot-i_ 1(r i'>k)(ri'-<ci)(ri-<ri')(ci-r
i')>k

(1)

for all O<k<tot and any ri'
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These can be Used to deduce Habermann'sconditions.
Let us define

Iv_l,
for

any vector _ to be the sumof componentsof v_.,i.e.,

n

Iv-I=i=ZlVi
The relation

Ivtl>lv21--)V_.l_V_2
is obvious. This can be used to deduce that

Thl6: If, for all k_such that O_<kStot
and k_#tot,_¢k

l!jl<ltotl-lk-I,

then the system is safe.

3.4. Partial Reservation

Consider the following condition:
m

i--;=_
(._i-k_)<tot-k
for certain k_.This form is inspired by the study in.the previous condition. The
intuitive explanation is, if on the average a process uses El,k_of the claimedresources,
then we just reserve c_i-kresources for each processes.The total reserved resources
113

are then i=_l(c_i-k_).
However, if for each process Pi c-i-k-resourcesare allocated to it,
then all processes would be at rank k_.In the worst condition, When all processes
suddenly request all claimed resources, k_resources must be available, to avoid the
deadlock. Hence, k_resources should be reserved for the sake of system safety. The
m

number of total reserved resources is then k_+i=_l(C_i-k_).
This number must be less or
equal then tot, as indicated. When there are also processes with'rank_

the above

condition should be modified to
113

i=_1(Ei>k_)(ci-k_)<to._.t.t-k_
(c 1)
Several properties are these:
Th18= Under conditioncl, if c_i>k
- and r_.i_k_
for all l<i_<m,then the system is safe.
Th19: Consider a system under conditioncl. If c_i>k_
for all i, and there is a q
such that
12

r_i>k_,
if i_q, then the system is safe.

Another property offers early terminationconditions.
Th20: Under condition cl, if
Ei__k-*Piis safe for all l<i<m
then the system is safe.

This can be specialized in two ways:
Th21: Consider single type resources.Under cl, if all processeswhose ranks are
less than k are safe, then the system is safe.
Th22: Under cl, if r_i<remfor all r_i_k_.,
then the system is safe.
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CHAPTER4
Priorities

4.I.

Permanently Blocked Processesand External Priority

Although the system deadlock can be avoided by using certain deadlock
avoidance schemes, there is no guarantee that a process may be activated in a
reasonable length of time. This was first pointed out by Holt. It can be shown that this
is actually one facet of the priority problem. The priority may be in conflict with the
safety requirement, because the priority may dictate that the processes be activated
according to a certain order, yet the safety requirementdemandsthe other way.
To solve this problem, we have to recognizethe existence of the priority at the
first place, and to define an overall safety criterion. Let G(i) be the priority of the
process Pi" G(i)<G(j) means Pi has higher priority then Pj. We can have the following
modified definition for safety.
def: The system is G-safe is there exists a CS, p, such that G(#(i))_<G(#(i+l))for
all l<i<m-1
It can be proved that, as far as the cost of the safety check is concerned, the
cost of G-safety is the same as that of safety checkwith one more type of resources.
The application of the G-safety is this. SupposePk has been waiting too long
and has to be activated. Let # be a CS. We can assign a G such that G(#(i))=O if
i<#-l(k),

G(p(i))=l if i>#-l(k). In other words, there are only two different priorities.

Processes of higher priority are free to run, being subjected only to the safety
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requirement. Processes of low priority are able to run only when they do not demand
more resources.
The advantage of this schemeis that G can be dynamicallyreassigned.Suppose
we have already assigned a G according tO certain p. This means that in the
subsequent allocations,only G-safe allocationswill be made. However,to check the Gsafety Usually involves looking for a G-CS. if the G-CS, ,a', is found such that
p'-l(k)<p-l(k),

then we can reassign another G' suchthat G'(i)----O
if i._'-l(k),

and G'(i)=l

_otherwise. Pk is thus promoted forward. This reassignment is possible, because we
always have #'=PlP2 such that G(_I)=0 and G(p2)=l. The new assignmentof G' does
not cause any conflict. This is an improvementover earlier suggestedschemes.
At any moment of assigning a G, the following properties can be used to
forwarding #-l(k)
Th8: Let #=#1#2 be a G-CS, such that G(Pl)=0, G(p2)-l:
r_.pl(j)<r_.Pl(i),then there exist a G-CS #', #"#1'P2, suchthat pl'(i)=#l(j)

15

If l<i<jSlPll and

CHAPTER5
ResourceUtilizationfor SmallSystems

5.1. Process Description

This and the following chapters are on the resource utilization study. Only
single type

resources will be considered, and the systems are assumed to be

Markovian. Each process has a Claim,c, and a request, q. q is the number of resources
the process needs at certain momentfor running. All quantities,a, r, d, are as defined
before. The state of a process is identified by q. When a process is running freely, its
behavior is described by Xij, the transition rate from q=i to q-j. fig. 5.1.1

fig. 5.1.1
shows the process.
The process, as far as its internal state is concerned,can be imaginedas a token
wandering from state to state. Due to the assumedMarkovian property, we can use
transition rate instead of transition probability.
At any state, a process has a constant finishing rate /3, i.e., /3dt is the
probability the process may finish and leave in the time interval (t,t+dt).
The arrival rate of the process is o_.For most of the time we will consider only
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systems under heavy demand.In suchsystems_oo, and we can use a closed network
and get rid of o(..
fi, l<i<c, are defined to be the probability P{q=i} when the process is running
alone. This is the probability that a process may request i resources• The average
C

request, q, is defined to be i_1 ifi"

5.2. System Description
t

The system is shown in fig• 5.2.1

fig. 5.2.1
• The number of resources in the system is tot. The processeswith a_O form a
competitor set. The process arrives in the system and waits to be adrnited into the
competitor set. Once the process is in the competitor set, the resources allocated to
the process can not be taken back by the system by force. A process is active if d=O,
suspended if d_O.When a process is suspended,all its activities stop, i.e., all transition
rates, such as _,ij's and/3, can be thoughtof as temporarily being zero.
Sometimes the number of processes in the system, (this is not the competitor
set), is limited to M. This can be compared to the limited source waiting line model.
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When the system is under heavy demand,as may be assumedlater, there wiil be a
constant number, M, of processesin the system.;
The resource utilization, U, is defined to be the average number of busy
resources. Let
Z_
ai
tb=p i active
t'b is the time average of tb, and is the utilization U.
A is defined to be the number of active process in the system. _. is the time
average of A. If al._!processes are identical,q_'=t'b,and we can use either _. or t'b as
utilization.
We want to study the variation of t'b, or _.,under one of two types of conditions.
i) type-1 conditions:We say the system is unOerstrategy Sk if
Pi in the:Ecomp,set (ci'k)<t°t-k
ii) type-2 condition:The number of processin the competitor set (not system) is
limited to m.
For identical processes, as often will be the case to be studied, there is a type2 condition for any type-1 condition, and the problem would be to study t'b(m), the
variation of t'b as m varies.
In summary, M is the maximumnumber of processesin the system. The process
arrival rate is o_,departure rate is /_. Xij's are the transition rate of a process. The
utilization of the system is controlled by setting a type-2 condition, (or a type-1
condition) on the competitor set.

"

and /3 are assumed to be the same for all processes, o¢ appears very
infrequently in the thesis, and will not appear in this condensedversion. 0nly systems
under heavy demand will be discussedhere, and there are M processes in the system
in this case.
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5.3. System with tot=2 under $0 and heayy demand

The system with c=1 is extensively studied in the queueing theory. We look at
the next simplest system with tot=2, c=1 or c=2 for all processes.Assume the system
is under So(_ci<tot , no deadlockproblem)
The system is this. There.are two resources.The system is under heavy demand,
sothat there is a constant number, M, of processesin the system, and the system can
be described by a closed network as shown in fig. 5.3.1

C_

fig. 5.3.1
• For the process with c=2, we have X12 and _21 as transition rates• Under S0,
there is no deadlock problem. The problemis instead how to arrange the mixture of
processes in the competitor set to get highutilization.
The results show that the utilization is the worst by giving a higher priority to
processes with c=1. The utilization is the best by giving a higher priority to processes
with c=2. Let >,12=>,21=0.5. For the first, U=1.42, independentof M. For the second,
L,=10M-IO

_1.66 as M is getting larger.

It is also shown that, if a higher priority Is given to processes with c-2, the
response times of processeswith c-1 and processeswith c=2 are nearly the same.
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5.4. Interference under $1 with tot=2
II

There is no concurrent execution of two processeswith c=1 and c=2 under SO,
but there will be under $1" We want to know whether it is desirable to do so.
To simplify the matter, we considerthe following artificial system. The system is
under heavy demand, M-,eo, _12=_.21=;_/2 for 2-processes (processes with c=2). The
initial request of a 2-process is 1. Under $0, 1-process(processwith c=1) can never
run, and U=1.5._Under $1, U=_.

To makeU>1.5, ;_//3shouldbe <4.

See fig. 5.4.1

I I o

fig. 5.4.1
This is essentially to show that, once a process is suspended, all resources
allocated to it are suspended. Hence, we can not increase the utilization by admitting
as many processes as possible into the competitor set. It also shows that the faster
the processes' requests are varying, the fewer processes can be admitted into the
competitor set. This gives an intuitive explanationfor later results.
A simulation is designed and tested for the system with tot=2 and non-zero c_
and /3, and shows that the results obtained in these two sections are good
approximations for systems near satuation.

5.5. System with c=2 under type_2.conditon and heavy demand/3-->0

There are a constant number, m, Of processes in the competitor set.

20

All

processes are identical with c=2. There is no arrival or departure, i.e.,/3-,0. We want
to know t'b(m).
Let ;_=X.12/X21,bo-tot-m, ao=2m-t_t,

Y_
L.J¢

"1."¢'0

where bi=m-i if 2m-i>_.tot,t-m if 2m-i>tot. The result is depicted in fig. 5.5.1

C;Z

\\1

fig. 5.5.1

There are several properties.
i) m, the optimal value, ,,,tot/q

ii) U(_+m)<<LK_-P,)
21

iii) m-A(m) is in the range 0~I,i.e., tl'ie tlumberof suspendedprocesses is in the
range 0~1.

22
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CHAPTER6
Utilizationfor Larger Systems

6.1. Two Approximations

We want to compute _.(m) as in 5.5, because A is an indication of the right
mixture of processes in the competitor set. Whenc>2 for all processes,the problem is
difficult to solve, even under the assumptionthat all processesare identical. Here we
make two approximations.
i) The approximation for safe condition:If we observe the system over a long
period of time, and record the average number of unallocated resources(rein) when
there are suspended processes in the system, we can get an idea of how many
resources are reserved just for the systemsafety. These reserved resources are nver
allocated. The effective total number of resources is then tot-_=,where e is the number
of reserved resources. For an observer, the system behavesas if there are only tot-_
resources, the effective resources. These resources can be allocated as soon as t.hey
are demanded. Based on this idea, we can get e=(mc-tot)/(c-1), and e=e/2.
ii) Pseudo-independent

processes approximation: If

all

processes

are

independentl say, if :Eci<tot is satisfied and so there is no interference, the We can
treat tq=Z;qi as a sum of rn independent random variables, and.solve it "accordingly.
When there are interferences, we can separate a process in two phases, the active
phase and the suspended phase. For each phase we designate a randomvariable for it,
and treat all these random variables as independent.This results in a slightly simpler
.

form to handle. (see thesis)
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Another assumptionis that X.ij is non-zero only when j=i+l or j=i-l. This says
that the process demandsor releases only one resource at a time.
Based on these simplifications,we have the followingresult, as in fig. 6.1.1
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fig. 6.1.1

The same properties as in 5.5. are observed,namely,

i) _~(tot-_=)/_
ii)U(m+k)<<U(m-k)
iii) the number of suspendedprocesses should be in the range 0~1 when U is
optimal.

6.2. ComparisonWith Simulation

The result in 6.1. is compared with the simulation.In the simulation, we further
study the effect of different activation disciplines.Three activation disciplines are
studied.
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i) First In First Out(FIFO):The first suspendedprocess willbe the first one to be
activated. This is what 6.1. is studying.
ii) Smallest AllocationFirst(SAF):When there are several process suspended,and
one can be activated, the processwith smallesta is activated first.
iii) Largest AllocationFirst(LAF):Processwith largest a is activated first.
The result isshown in fig. 6.2.1
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fig. 6.2.1

Two points are shown:
i) The result from the approximatemethodis quite agreeable with that obtained
from the simulation,
ii) LAF is the best and SAF is the worst.
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